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Highlights

- Followers infer leaders’ dominance from appearance, behavior and policy positions.
- Preferences for dominant leaders are enhanced in contexts of conflict.
- Preferences for dominant leaders are higher among those with conflict mindsets.
- Aggressive, not submissive, motivations drive preferences for dominant leaders.
- Dominant leaders elicit fear of exploitation and relevant counter-behavior.

Abstract

What is the psychology underlying preferences for dominant political leaders? Against earlier theories about authoritarianism and submissiveness, recent research shows that followers strategically promote dominant individuals to leadership positions in order to enhance their ability to aggress against other groups. Thus, recent evidence supports the existence of dedicated mechanisms for generating summary impressions of the dominance of potential leaders from a wealth of cues. Furthermore, research demonstrates how preferences for dominant leaders are heightened in contexts of conflict and among individuals prone to view the social world as conflictual. At the same time, this research shows that followers intuitively fear exploitation from dominant leaders and the political psychology of followership also contains dedicated mechanisms for identifying and counteracting such exploitation.
1. Introduction

The specters of the Second World war turned scientific interest towards the psychological origins of support for "strong leaders" with the studies of authoritarianism by Adorno et al. [1] and Milgram [2] as highlights. Today, again, Western democracies are experiencing the rise of political leaders with dominant behaviors and personalities and, again, there is interest in understanding the psychological underpinnings. In this article, we provide an overview of (a) the research that informs this understanding and (b) important unanswered questions.

Our focus is specifically on the structure of the psychological mechanisms that shape preferences for dominant demeanors in political leaders rather than, for example, preferences for particular political positions. Thus, while significant research has been dedicated to understand the recent rise of populist political projects [32, 33], evidence also shows that there has been a rise in broader preferences for "strong leaders" in themselves [3]. As we discuss, the recent scientific consensus about the origins of such preferences is moving significantly beyond the ideas expressed in earlier theories of authoritarianism. Theories of authoritarianism viewed preferences for dominant leaders as part of a stable submissive personality [1]. In this article, in contrast, we integrate recent research and formulate the adaptive followership theory of preferences for dominant leaders, which underscores the flexible and instrumental nature of preferences for dominance in leaders. In the face of particular contexts, most individuals can come to crave a dominant leader.

2. Who are Perceived as Dominant?

Dominance can be defined as "the induction of fear, through intimidation and coercion" [4; see also 41, 42]. Research shows that the mind contains dedicated mechanisms for forming impressions of the dominance of others and that dominance constitutes one of the two basic dimensions of person perception with warmth (or valence) as the other major dimension [5; for a related framework see
When we encounter an individual—including potential and actual leaders—we integrate a host of cues to form a summary trait impression of their dominance and store this summary impression in long-term memory. In an experimental study, for example, respondents took the dominance of a politician into account in decisions, at least, 27 days after impression formation and did so, even if they failed to remember the details that shaped their view of the leader as dominant [6**]. Studies of the impression of political leaders show that dominance is formed on the basis of cues related to their face, their voice, their behavior in non-leadership contexts and their political positions [6**,7**, 34, 35, 43, 49, 50]. Leaders with more masculine faces, with lower pitched voices, with more assertive and self-interested dispositions and with more right-wing policy positions are viewed as more dominant. Support for the normative use of fear and intimidation, for example, in the form of harsher punishments for criminals is thus taken as a sign of dominant personality characteristics.

A core question is the extent to which these cues are, in fact, reliably associated with actual dominant behavior. This question is especially pertinent for the physical cues. Some research suggests that there is indeed a small relationship between facial metrics such as facial width-to-height and aggressive behavior [8, 54]. Other research fails to find such associations [58, 59] and argues that physical cues are utilized as cues of dominance because of incidental similarities with reliable cues such as the morphological similarity between a masculine face and an angry facial expression [9*]. Irrespective of the resolution of this debate, physical cues to dominance has been shown to influence even actual election results with dominant-looking candidates on the right-wing receiving higher vote shares [10; see also 36]. Given this, an avenue for future research is to examine whether physical cues play a greater role in modern political followership decisions compared to more ecologically valid contexts (i.e. traditional or small-scale societies) because of the lack of direct familiarity with the personalities of politicians in large-scale societies [51].
3. Who Prefers Dominant Leaders?

Following the early research by Adorno and colleagues [1], preferences for dominant leaders were traditionally viewed as part of an authoritarian personality. Consistent with this, recent research in both United States and Western Europe has shown that individuals who self-identify as "conservative" or "right-wing" are more likely to show enhanced preferences for dominance in both political candidates and in leaders outside of politics [7**, 10, 11, 15]; that dominant political candidates on the right-wing receive greater vote shares [10]; and that dominant political candidates are more favored in the internal nomination processes of right- than left-wing political parties [12].

In understanding the psychological basis for these associations, previous explanations focused on the submissiveness of authoritarians. In contrast, recent research views preferences for dominant leaders as self-oriented choices aimed at accomplishing specific goals. In particular, the emerging consensus is that a crucial part of human political psychology involves mechanisms for adaptive followership: Aligning the individual with a leader who under evolutionarily recurrent conditions would be most competent in solving the problems facing the group [13**, 14, 37, 44, 60]. Preferences for dominant leaders, in this view, are specifically elicited when facing problems related to social conflict [15]. Thus, because dominant individuals tend to be more aggressive and have great negotiation capacity [55, 56], they are intuitively viewed as more competent leaders during conflicts against other groups. We refer to this theory as the adaptive followership theory of preferences for dominant leaders.

Based on this theory, when particular political dispositions, such as a conservative or an authoritarian ideology, are associated with preferences for dominant leaders, it primarily reflects the association between these dispositions and conflict-related mindsets [7**, 15]. Thus, conservatives tend to view society more as a place of strive and conflict than liberals [16, 38].
Presently, the evidence for this interpretation of the effect of predispositions on preferences for dominant leaders come mainly from studies that have compared the effects of different constructs. For example, it has been found that social dominance orientation in both United States, Western Europe and Eastern Europe - an individual difference directly related to perceptions of intergroup conflict [52, 53] - is a better predictor of preferences for dominant leaders than direct measures of authoritarianism [7**, 10, 27]. Also, incentivized measures of behavior in conflict situations (the Hawk-Dove Game) shows that individuals with a tendency to escalate conflicts (playing Hawk) have greater preferences for dominant leaders [7**]. Finally, childhood experiences of harsh social environments predicts preferences for dominant leaders in adulthood [48].

4. When Are Dominant Leaders Preferred?

A crucial understanding in the authoritarianism-oriented perspective on dominant leaders is that these differences are relatively stable: some people prefer dominant leaders, others do not. Against this view, one of the most important findings in recent research - and the best evidence for the adaptive followership theory - is that preferences for dominant leaders can shift rapidly across all followers, even in individuals not predisposed to prefer dominant leaders. In contexts of social conflict, people show greater preferences for dominant leaders; an effect that has been replicated extensively [6**, 7**, 10, 17-19, 34]. While most studies have demonstrated this effect utilizing between-group conflict scenarios, some evidence also suggest that within-group strive can trigger preferences for dominant leaders [20]. Furthermore, this effect has both been shown in the laboratory and in natural contexts such that, for example, terrorist attacks and economic turmoil increase preferences for dominant political leaders [21, 47]. Such dynamics have also been tied directly to recent political events: feelings of status-threat has been shown to predict Americans' support for Donald Trump [22**].
This context-oriented research also suggests that preferences for dominant leaders are tied to contexts of social conflict specifically and, thus, non-dominant leaders tend to be preferred in neutral contexts (i.e., when respondents are not primed with particular problems) or in contexts when threats are not social in nature (e.g., natural disasters) [6**, 7**, 10, 15, 17-19]. Furthermore, people’s preferences for affiliating with dominant individuals in interpersonal relationships remain unaffected and low in contexts of conflict [15]. Thus, contextual levels of conflict regulate leader preferences specifically.

Within research on conflict, it is common to differentiate between offensive and defensive aggression [24]. Until recently, it was unclear whether followers aligned themselves with dominant leaders for offensive or defensive purposes. Earlier theories based on authoritarianism suggested that dominant leaders were sought for protection. The present research, in contrast, suggest that followers promote dominant individuals to leader positions as a tool to accomplish offensive goals. In one study conducted in a real-world conflict setting (during the Russian invasion of Crimea), preferences for dominant leaders were tied to offensive emotions such as anger and hatred, while defensive emotions such as anxiety and fear decreased preferences for dominant leaders among those exposed to the conflict [7**; see also 39*].

While there is substantial and replicable evidence on when preferences for dominant leaders are elicited, a crucial question is how the emergence of dominant leaders impacts group success. Recent research shows that dominance is a viable strategy to success and social influence within the group [4, 41]. In contrast, we know much less about how the dominance of leaders shape the success of the group and no studies has examined whether dominant leaders facilitate group success in conflicts specifically. Adaptive followership theory entails that context-sensitive preferences for dominant leaders evolved because such leaders, under ancestral conditions, were effective in enforcing collective action against the enemy through fear and intimidation [15, for a
similar argument see 40]. But this key assumption within the adaptive followership theory has yet to be tested. Currently, the best evidence comes from research that demonstrates an association between indicators of masculinity and negotiation success [55].

5. Defending Against Dominant Leaders

The emergence of dominant political leaders in Western democracies has also given rise to significant public concern among citizens with less strong feelings of threat. Consistent with this observation, facial cues to dominance have been shown to correlate with unethical behavior [57] and people are generally strongly motivated to avoid close affiliations with dominant individuals in interpersonal contexts [15]. This also applies to followers in non-conflict contexts. The traits that make dominant individuals optimal leaders during conflict are the same traits that make them prone to exploitation and, hence, motivates followers to avoid them in peace time. Thus, in both small group contexts and political contexts, followers generally value warmth and trustworthiness in leaders and feel less positively about dominant leaders than other leader types [4; 25; 45*]. For example, one longitudinal study found that even if dominant individuals are able to achieve some influence in non-conflict situation, they tend to lose this influence again over time [61]. Still, there is some ambiguity in the evidence. One study found that more muscular individuals were in general preferred as leaders [23]. Muscularity is a cue to the ability to be dominant in interpersonal situations but not necessarily to motivations to be dominant. Thus, followers might be particularly attuned to avoid dominant motivations outside conflict contexts.

Extending earlier anthropological research on anti-big man behavior in small-scale societies [26], a central claim in recent research is that the people tend to avoid dominant leaders due to fear of exploitation [20] and, upon identification of exploitation, broadcast this information to mobilize against the leader [28]. For example, it has been found that people intuitively prefer
collective decision-making institutions over institutions that vest power in single individuals [29*], have psychological mechanisms that enable them to identify when leaders act in exploitive ways [30*] and express more moral outrage against dominant-looking exploiters [31]. In this way, preferences for dominant leaders involves trading-off being vulnerable to exploitation against the need to have a competent leader to navigate social conflict. Having a dominant leader reflects an acceptance of being exploited in order to win conflicts. At present, however, no studies have directly examined this trade-off.

6. Conclusions

Figure 1 provides a stylized overview of the psychological processes that shape preferences for dominant leaders. Starting from the left side, the figure illustrates how humans continuously and automatically keeps track of the dominance of individuals in their environment on the basis of physical, behavioral and normative cues. In general, detection of dominance in an individual impedes followership. However, just as people continuously form summary impressions of individuals in their context, they also continuously form summary impressions of the context itself, especially the level of social conflict. These impressions are formed from internally stored information in the form of political perceptions (related to, e.g., ideology and social dominance orientation) and from contextual information about escalations of within- or between-group conflict. Peoples’ summary impression of the conflict moderates the influence of dominance perceptions on followership decisions such that dominance is weighted more positively, the more conflict is faced. At the same time that dominance impressions and conflict impressions in tandem shape followership decisions directly, dominance impressions also have an indirect effect on followership. Thus, as illustrated in the top of Figure 1, dominance impressions also activate mechanisms that monitor the actions of individuals to identify potential exploitation. Importantly, this should especially be the case for powerful individuals in
leadership positions. Upon detection, a set of behaviors are activated, designed to socially constrain the exploitive leader (e.g., by broadcasting the exploitation, expressions of outrage). Part of this behavioral set is also an inhibition of followership.

Based on the adaptive followership theory of preferences for dominant leaders, such preferences do not reflect the docile or submissive personalities of authoritarians. Instead, as Figure 1 illustrates, preferences for dominant leaders are regulated by a sophisticated psychology, which instrumentally promotes dominant individuals to leadership position to accomplish offensive goals in contexts of conflict and, in doing so, make a trade-off between being vulnerable to exploitation and being successful in conflicts.
Figure 1. An Overview of the Adaptive Followership Theory of Preferences for Dominant Leaders.

Notes. In the figure, solid squares denote cues. Black circles denote summary impressions formed on the basis of cues as indicated by curved lines. White circles denote psychological processes, which interact as indicated by the straight lines. Dotted squares provide short explanations for the interactions between processes.
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Integrates the adaptive followership theory of preferences for dominant leaders with key insights in political science about candidate evaluation. Provides the first within-subject evidence for contextual flexibility in preferences for dominant candidates across a timespan of approx. 30 days. Shows that voters adjust their preference for candidate dominance without necessarily remembering information causing a certain impression of a candidate as low/high in dominance.


Provides a very recent and up-to-date review of existing theoretical and empirical work on the leader-follower relation based on evolutionary psychology.


In relation to the outcome of the 2016 American Presidential election, the article shows that feelings of status threat rather than economic hardships from losing jobs explain support for Donald Trump. Thus, the article shows how experiencing intergroup conflict (both inside the American society and in relation to external relationships between the US and China) drive followers to prefer more dominant styles of political leadership.


The article investigates basic human intuitions about how decisions should preferable be made in groups. Finding that people intuitively prefer to institutionalize decision-making authority in majority-rule voting rather than in individualistic leadership, the article speaks to humans’ basic concerns about exploitation by high status individuals such as leaders.


Utilizing a creative experimental protocol ("The Wason Selection Task") the article provides the first evidence that followers utilize evolved psychological machinery for detecting leaders who break social rules and behave self-interestedly. Thus, the article sheds light on the fundamental psychological processes that help followers and voters avoid self-interested, exploitative and dominant leaders.


The article integrates work on the role of emotions in political behavior research (building on the Affective Intelligence Theory) with recent work on the rise and support of populist parties and leaders. Results show that the offensive emotion anger (more than the defensive emotion of fear) mobilize support for authoritarian and rightwing populist parties.


The article provides a recent review of the literature on the two-dimensional model of social perceptions and evaluations (warmth/communion and competence/agency) in relation to research in political behavior and political psychology.


